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Topic: Student Report 

 

● ASB has been utilizing social media such as tiktok in order to get students involved in different activities and 
bond with one another 

● Halloween Horror Fridays starting this week - PR is filming students playing spooky video games and posting 
them on social media 

● Secretaries working with the counseling department for College Month; some activities, like a Kahoot! have 
already been scheduled 

● Virtual Spooky Spirit Week 10/26-30 (Halloween) 
● Sports night has been postponed because of district updates 
● Budget forms for clubs are due at the end of October; Club Council is meeting with clubs in the next couple of 

weeks to check on their progress 
 

Topic: Mindfulness 

 

 

 

Topic: Review AP proposal 

Objectives: review, discuss, ask questions about AP English/History proposals; vote (if ready) 

Proposal 1: review, discuss, vote 

● Laurie, Maritza, Corrie and Erin are on this committee 

● Huge impact on the program last year having to explain to district our HUM program and open an extra 

section of AP HUM. 

● 1st proposal is on process. 

● HUM LA has reviewed and voted with consensus on both proposals. 
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● Did the team feel it important to provide guidance on what the entrance exam is, if needed? Not much 

time was dedicated to this. It should be a group of HUM teachers that want to be involved.  Leave it up 

to current AP teachers. 

● Did you talk about if there are more than 32 students that meet the criteria? Considering the issue of 

last year what would happen if there were 64 assignments. 

○ As an elective this is considered unlikely and would be an AC decision. 

● What is the self-selection process?  

○ The answer depends on proposal 2. 

● Transparency around AP selection process is appreciated 

● Why is the prerequisite for a B+, UC/CSU does not consider the +/-? 

○ Response to SBG grading at the 9.10 level.  At any other school this B+ would be higher.  This 

was to ensure students had the necessary skill for success.  It also mirrors observations of 

teachers who taught in the House and taught 11/12 HUM 

● What is the step 5 point considering criteria from PSAT scores and potential to succeed in AP? 

○ This came from Ms. Torres, who is not here. 

○ This is the last criteria of two optional criteria to help make the decision. 

○ This has been used as a criteria in the past. 

● Last year's sign ups were an anomaly.  64 has never been approached prior to last year. 

● Step 4 needs more, what would the process or protocol be for administering the test, who would give, 

what are the timeframes for completing the test? These were part of last year’s issues.  DL was also 

linked to the issues. 

○ Document the process, so this can guide future decisions. 

○ HUM teachers present will work on drafting written protocol (Sotomayor) 

● When does this need to happen?  It is up to the VP and master schedule development. 

● The B+ criteria is returned to.  What if a student earns a B- in Fall and is on track to earn an A in SPR? 

○ Additionally does this limit who is able to access the AP course, for example, a student 

unchallenged in regular HUM, so their grades were low. 

○ 87% = B+ 

○ Instead of a grade put a percentage this nullifies the + concern. 

○ This year would be difficult, once in place the new incoming students and current 9/10 students 

can consider the criteria. 

○ Tie the entry requirement to SBG standards or criteria (time, organization…) instead of using 

percentages or grades. 3-87% 3.5-4 is 88-100 or Exceeds. 

■ Exceeds is extremely challenging few students are able to do this 

■ This could lead to students trying to bargain for higher scores to access AP 

○ AP course should be for exceeding, the course pace is fast, there are none of the supports 

associated with regular HUM courses. 

○ Can there be questions in teacher recommendations where the House teacher can identify if 

they have met appropriate standards that would indicate AP preparedness? 

○ Does a student need to have step 1 & 2 & 3? Yes, in sequence.  There are always possibilities for 

exceptions. 
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○ Better to be objective (numbers) vs recommendations. 

○ This criteria (87%) helps counselors to advise students. 

○ Is the committee OK with adjusting to 85%?  Yes 

Proposal 2: review, discuss, vote  

❏ (possible student schedules if passed) 

 

● Make AP HUM an elective course like every other AP course taught. 

● Better alignment and scaffolding of skills in the new normal HUM 9-12 

● Did the committee discuss the potential impact on course sign ups for AP courses and single course 

electives? 

○ Yes, spoke about this alot.  

○ Complicated to figure out what students will sign up for. 

○ Goal was to not negatively affect other programs. 

○ It is impossible to know what students will do.  So there is no way to clearly know.  Maritza was 

not deeply concerned. 

○ HUM LA has singleton teachers and they supported the proposal. 

○ What kids sign up for is what we teach.  They drive the Master Schedule. 

○ Do we have sections to open extra elective sections? 

○ Do we have enough staff to teach the sections? 

○ These are typical master schedule issues.  If there is no teacher we have to close the class, see 

Food & Nutrition. 

○ Keep as many electives on the course sign ups, courses come and go. 

○ The guess is of 4 classes they will not fill 4. 

○ This would be so much better if we could offer it as a 7th period. 

○ Students interested in AP will be taking 3-4 classes in the HUM LA.  This would limit their access 

to other elective classes. 

○ Honest desire is to have less AP HUM courses, even drop them completely. 

○ AP HUM tracks the school, the HUM LA wants to have AP play like the other LAs and end the 

tracking. 

○ More heterogeneous HUM classes would be a very beneficial component from this  

○ Pushing A-G classes outside of the school day (summer) may not be equitable, this would be 

the case if students were taking 3-4 classes. 

■ A-G is only considered based on what is offered at the school site. 

○ Impacts on staff at large could be profound, the staff at large needs to look at the proposal and 

consider impacts.  

○ Not being tied to a grad requirement as an elective should help reduce the need to teach as 

many HUM AP courses as in the past. 

○ By only offering one HUM class a year would lessen the impact on other elective options. 

○ What is student driven and what is teacher driven?  The boundaries are not clear. 

○ What do our current students that have done the current AP structure think? 
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○ One student front loaded classes starting 10th grade with summer classes.  This is not realistic 

for most students and should not be a goal. 

○ If we only offered one HUM AP and to take a regular HUM would be manageable. 

○ Would have preferred to be able to take regular HUM and AP HUM. 

○ The proposal’s math schedule is not realistic for most students. 

○ Good idea for another student using summer courses. 

○ Unlinking AP HUM from graduation requirements could open up more AP course options. 

○ What if an 11th grader took AP gov how would this impact them taking HUM 12 Gov? 

○ AC is not ready to vote. 

○ Next steps: AC member joining the committee, get more student input, AC Buddies, Advisory 

Council and input from other LAs 

■ Revised proposal, information gathering and opportunity for more input at a future AC 

meeting 

■ What is the timeline?  We need Maritza’s input. November is traditionally when Master 

Schedule starts. 

■ AC needs to make the decision, not the committee. 

○ The main drive is to end AP HUM offerings, can this be the focus of the proposal? 

 

Action:  Proposal 1 passes. Leigh posted document to AC Classroom and folder in drive, shared with Maritza 

to share with Kareen. 

 

Action:  Student feedback for proposal 2 will be elicited at the next Advisory council meeting. 

 

  

Topic: Others & Next Agenda 4:55 and we have been on one other, the rest will be pushed to the next 

week’s agenda which is fairly open. 

Mindfulness proposal 

●  

Centralized information sharing 

●  

Follow up actions on board grading discussion (slide 16) 

●  

Future process for SSC meeting/budget allocation 

●  

Student workload concerns 

● Counselors have been dealing with many students feeling overwhelmed by work loads and some 

classes this is much greater and impacting physical and mental health. 

● Others have heard that students are spending more than 90 minutes/class. 

● There are incredible challenges in the pandemic world, these extreme situations have never been seen 

before.  The workload is causing a lot of student suffering. 

● Is this a conversation better had at AC or a Staff meeting? 
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● What could practical next steps be? 

● Counseling to survey students to provide data for AC/teachers to look at and consider for next steps. 

● Have teacher distribute survey like a course evaluation.  This could be designed by counseling. 

Funding: AC Notetaker stipend -- request for proposal? 

●  

Funding: Universal 2-tier system for supporting collaborative planning and course-building; next steps for 

other proposals 

●  

Funding proposals:  

Science 

●  

Spanish 

●  

Math 

●  

Funding: retreat 

●  

Action:  AC should share the message about student workloads.  Nico will draft an email for staff. In 

progress with the help of the counseling staff. 

 

 

Meeting Reflection: 

Meaningful 

When analyzing the proposals, it was meaningful to consider how offering AP Humanities affects students and teachers 

in Humanities 11/12. 

  

Helpful 

The first AP proposal was helpful in clarifying and clearly defining the entry process for AP Humanities classes, and 

understanding how other classes could be opened up if the APs were moved to electives was helpful in deciding the next 

steps for the second proposal.  

 

Question 

During our next Advisory Council meeting and in the form for student feedback around separating AP from Humanities 

11/12, is there anything specific AC would like us to collect information on? 

 
 
review list from retreat; admin goals? 
Training new members? 
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Future Meetings: View AC 2020-2021 calendar 

Wednesday calendar (approved by AC 9/3/20) 

 
Future Agenda Items Parking Lot for 2020-2021 (reviewed and updated by committee 8/28/20, approved as living doc 
by AC on 9/3/20) 
 

Sooner 
1. PCG rebuilding: make new lists 
2. Community service requirement in light of 

COVID-19 -- 8/27, 9/3 
3. AC documents and AC training 

a. Review, amend?, and approve bylaws 
b. Defining responsibilities AC vs staff 

decisions/Learning Areas 
c. gather/share the documents 
d. Creating bylaws/constitution 

4. Policies 
a. Defining responsibilities AC vs staff 

decisions/Learning Areas 
b. Bringing proposals vs ideas 
c. Where do we keep our documentation?  
d. Document more policies -- assign people 

to work on  
5. LCAP 

a. LCAP goals review and approval 
b. LCAP funding review and approval 

6. Funding proposals/approval 
a. Request 
b. Approve 

7. Coordinators 
a. Request and review coordinator reports 

19-20 
b. Request and review coordinator goals 

20-21 -- can we do as recharter?  
i. As google form? 

8. Admin goals: request and review 20-21 
9. Interim: what will replace it? 
10. AP classes: define enrollment process, number of 

sections, messaging to students and family, 
support for Senior Ex skill building within AP -- 
awaiting proposal from Maritza and team 

11. Ethnic Studies course code: awaiting proposal 
from Maritza and team 

12. Return to retreat topics -- how can we continue 
these ideas  

13. WASC -- what is involved here for AC? May 
overlap with LCAP work 

14. If we return to campus: safety protocols 

Later Date 
● Safety committee/ emergency plan:  

○ What does this look like in this time? 
○ How can we plan for the future? 

● Transfer students 
● Trash and recycling 
● Grant writing (organize information from 

workshop-2018) 
● Communication with non english language 

families; Supporting 1st generation students and 
families (see notes 1/25/18) 

● Role of Learning Areas and Learning Area 
Coordinators 

● Gender neutral bathrooms -- important but 
perhaps needs to be led by admin and facilities, 
open to specific proposals re signage or other 
solutions 
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Thoughts for 2020-2021 

Goals:  

1. Collect policies and share them/make them visible 

2. Training for AC, update documents 

3. Continue vision: community and student success 

4. Integrate new faculty 

5. Staff community: re-engage, buy-in with school community, connection, spans classified and 

certificated staff, building trust 

6. Define role of Learning Areas 

7. Schoolwide Outcomes as guide posts 

 

Specific topics to add to future agenda items: 

● Reform PCG groups -- give to PCG leaders 

● Role of learning areas, establish procedure for what is resolved in learning areas and what is AC 

 

Possible wording: fostering a community built on relational trust to support student success 
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